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A powerful spoken-word CD that provides practical and professional tips on how to incorporate Feng Shui

into your everyday life. 18 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, NEW AGE: Environmental Details:

Marie Elena Rigo, M.A., is a Feng Shui consultant, interior designer and life coach based in Santa

Monica, CA. With nearly ten years of experience practicing Feng Shui and ongoing training and

mentorship in interior design, she uses a unique combination of technical skill, spatial awareness and

interior aesthetics to create balance  harmony in homes, offices, and lives. As the president of MER Life

Design, she and her team offer residential and commercial Feng Shui, interior design, product sourcing 

assisting clients in using their environment as an external affirmation for what they want to manifest.

Marie Elena is a graduate of the Western School of Feng Shui and has completed advanced training in

Compass School Feng Shui (Flying Stars  Eight Mansions). She has done coursework in color analysis at

the Feng Shui International Institute and is the West Los Angeles chapter director for the International

Feng Shui Guild. She is the co-founder of the Integrative School of Feng Shui based in Los Angeles and

teaches classes and workshops for the School, the Learning Annex and major corporations. Her media

credits include The Fine Living Network, The Deborah McMahon Show, TVB Jade Channel, World Talk

Radio, and Redbook Magazine just to name a few. Marie Elena brings more than ten years of corporate,

non-profit  agency experience in marketing  communications to her work as a consultant and coach. A

dynamic speaker, teacher and entrepreneur, she offers a distinctive approach that is nurturing, practical

and effective. Marie Elena holds a Masters degree in Spiritual Psychology from the University of Santa

Monica and a Bachelors degree in Classics from Trinity College, Hartford, CT. Representation: Bill

Stankey, Westport Entertainment (203) 319-4343 Contact: MER Life Design, info@MERlifedesign.com,

888-828-5888
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